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ABSTRACT 

Sensor-enabled smartphones are creating new application 
domains and transforming existing ones -- from mobile health to 
quantified-self, mobile sensing is radically changing the way we 
collect and mine information about people’s activities, contexts, 
and social networks. A number of challenges stand in the way of 
delivering mobile sensing to the masses. For example, how do we 
develop mobile sensing systems that are capable of dealing with 
population diversity at scale; more specifically, how can 
conventional approaches to classifying high-level human behavior 
cope with the level of diversity among users (e.g., demographics, 
behavioral patterns, and lifestyle) and contexts found in large-
scale systems. 

Over the last few years I have been spearheading the development 
of population guided sensing systems. These systems are designed 
to have a deep understanding of both individual and group 
behaviors and utilize this information to create symbiotic 
relationships between users and systems.  In this talk, I will 
present two key ideas that can help scale mobile sensing systems 
from 100s of people to potentially 100s of millions based on 
population guided sensing. The first idea, Community Similarity 
Networks (CSN), is an activity recognition framework that 
incorporates inter-person similarity measurements into the 
classifier training process. CSN exploits crowdsourced sensor 
data to personalize classifiers with data contributed from other 
similar users. Second, I will discuss CrowdSense@Place (CSP), 
which combines crowd labeling and data collection with a series 
of multi-modal classifiers to link place visits to place categories 
(e.g., shopping, gym, and restaurant). These techniques combine 
to move mobile sensing forward: nailing it before we scale it. 
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